


IntroductionIntroduction
Suitable for 4+ yearsSuitable for 4+ years

 
Explore themes of: Explore themes of:  

Diversity • Families • Feelings • Friends • Worries •  Fears 
 
 

Subject Checklist: Subject Checklist: 
Literacy • Art, Design & Technology • PSHE • Drama • Citizenship

ContentsContents
Introductory LessonIntroductory Lesson
Objectives: Consider connections between the texts and their themes; design your own paper dolls.

Lesson One: All About DiversityLesson One: All About Diversity
Objectives: Understand that all people and places are different; consider what makes you unique and 
sketch a self-portrait. 

Lesson Two: All About FamiliesLesson Two: All About Families
Objectives: Discuss different types of families that exist; draw a picture of your family and create a 
family tree.

Lesson Three: All About FeelingsLesson Three: All About Feelings
Objectives: Create a ‘Feelings Rainbow’; write three short reflections about different feelings you 
have experienced.

Lesson Four: All About FriendsLesson Four: All About Friends
Objectives: Identify which qualities make a good friend; design three 
friendship badges and a ‘Thank You’ card.

Lesson Five: All About Worries and FearsLesson Five: All About Worries and Fears
Objectives: Understand what worries and fears are and how they make us 
feel; and to learn some ways to help us manage these.



About the BooksAbout the Books
All About Diversity All About Diversity 
How are we all different? And what makes us all the same? 
Find out in this exciting celebration of diversity of every kind. 
Help young children learn to respond in a kind and equal way to 
everyone, regardless of shape, size, age, physical and mental 
ability, gender, ethnicity, beliefs and culture. 

All About Feelings All About Feelings 
How are you feeling today? This fun, friendly and reassuring 
introduction to feelings is designed to help young children 
recognise, understand and name how they’re feeling and learn to 
talk about and manage their emotions in helpful ways.

All About Worries and Fears All About Worries and Fears 
How can we learn to stop everyday fears and worries from 
growing out of proportion or even overwhelming us? This 
helpful, comforting book helps children understand why we have 
different fears and worries and the physical effects they can 
have on our bodies, as well as offering all sorts of fun activities 
and strategies to help manage and even overcome them.

All About Families All About Families 
What do families look like? Who’s in your family? And how can 
families change? This glorious celebration of family diversity talks 
about lone-parent families, adoptive, foster, divorced, remarried, 
and mixed race families, and lots, lots more, showing little children 
that families come in all shapes and sizes.

All About Friends All About Friends 
Why do we need friends? How can we make friends? And what 
makes a good friend? This charming book explores the benefits 
of having friends, looking at different types of friendships, 
and what happens when friends fall out and make up. Includes 
helpful notes for grown-ups on talking to children about 
friendships, dealing with conflicts and imaginary friends.



Introductory LessonIntroductory Lesson
Objectives: Consider connections between the texts and their themes;  

design your own paper dolls.

Show the class the book covers on the next page.

Lead-in Questions:Lead-in Questions:
• What do you like about the colours and illustrations of each book?
• What do you notice about the book titles?
• What do the covers have in common? What makes them different?

Activity:Activity:
In groups, look over the key words below. Have a chat about them and write down what each 
word means. 

Now, let’s think about connections between these key words. On the paper dolls note down words or ideas 
that diversity, families, feelings, friends and worries have in common. For example, you could include 
KINDNESS to get started. It is important to treat everyone with kindness and being kind will make both 
you and others feel good.

Colour in your dolls, and include any illustrations you like, to show how these key words are connected.

DIVERSITY is            DIVERSITY is            

FAMILIES are          FAMILIES are          

FEELINGS are         FEELINGS are         

FRIENDS areFRIENDS are

WORRIES areWORRIES are







Lesson One: All About DiversityLesson One: All About Diversity
Objectives: Understand that all people and places are different; consider 

what makes you unique and sketch a self-portrait. 

Activity 1:Activity 1:

Being different from each other is called DIVERSITY and it is an amazing thing! Take a 
moment to look across your classroom; every single one of you is different in some way. 
Isn’t that brilliant?

Draw a self-portrait of yourself and note down a fun fact about you that makes 
you different.

My name isMy name is

I am              years old    I am              years old    

A fun fact about me is       A fun fact about me is       



Activity 2: Activity 2: 
Show the class the “Amazing Humans” spread from All About Diversity, shown on the next page.

Look over the colourful map and read about all the different people across the world. Can you point 
out the country and continent you live in? Have you ever lived in or visited another place? Do any of 
your family or friends live in another part of the world? 

Write a few lines about a place you have never been to before and would like to visit. Think about how 
this place and the people that live there might be different to home. Here are some ideas to help you:

culture culture   beliefsbeliefs    languagelanguage
 clothes clothes    musicmusic    foodfood    drinkdrink  
homeshomes    festivalsfestivals    familiesfamilies





I would like to visit                              because

One of the things that might be different about this place is

Another thing that might be different about this place is

It’s exciting to visit different places because



Lesson Two: All About FamiliesLesson Two: All About Families
Objectives: Discuss different types of families that exist; draw a picture 

of the people you live with and create a family tree.

Activity 1: Activity 1: 
In the previous lesson, we learned about diversity. Discuss together:
• How does diversity connect to the theme of families?
• How many different types of family can you think of?
• What makes your family diverse?
• How can families change over time? 

Then, sketch a picture of the people you live with. Remember, families come in all different shapes 
and sizes and this is something we should celebrate!

Activity 2:Activity 2:
Take a look over Sam’s family tree on the next page. Then, create a family tree labelling each person 
and showing how everyone is connected.

Write a line describing each person on the family tree or including a piece of interesting information 
about them. This might be about where they live, their interests, or any ideas from your ‘diversity’ 
lesson. Share your family trees together.
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Lesson Three: All About FeelingsLesson Three: All About Feelings
Objectives: Create a ‘Feelings Rainbow’; write three short reflections about 

different feelings you have experienced.

Activity 1:Activity 1:
We can express how we feel in different ways. Start off by thinking about how you are feeling today. 
Can you use words to give your feeling a name? What about as an action or sound? How about a colour?

On each colour of the rainbow, write down at least one feeling you associate with it. For some colours, 
you might have more than one feeling!

Discuss your ‘Feelings Rainbows’ together and any patterns in the colours you have chosen. Think about 
which colours were the trickiest and why?





Activity 2:Activity 2:
Use the activity provided on the next page.

In pairs, discuss which children you would match with each feeling. Try to explain why you have chosen 
each one.

Then, choose three of these feelings and write a sentence or two about a time you felt each of them. 
It might be that some of your ideas link to the themes of families or diversity from previous lessons.

FEELING 1 =           FEELING 1 =           

FEELING 2 =           FEELING 2 =           

FEELING 3 =           FEELING 3 =           





 All About Friends All About Friends
Objectives: Identify which qualities make a good friend; design three 

friendship badges and a ‘Thank You’ card.

Activity 1: Activity 1: 
Read over the “What makes good friends?” pages and have a chat with a partner about the following 
questions:

• Why is friendship important?
• Who is your closest friend?
• What feelings do you have when you’re with this friend?
• What makes your friend unique? 

On each of the three friendship badges on the next page, note down one nice thing about your friend 
and why this is an important quality to have. 
Think about which qualities your friend might note down for you and why.

Activity 2:Activity 2:
It’s time to design your own ‘Thank You’ card to give to your good friend.

Some ideas of things to include on your card are:
• Why you are grateful to have them as a friend and great qualities they have
• Good feelings that you have when you are together
• Sketches of things you enjoy doing or sharing 

Put your card in the post or give it to your friend the next time you see them; this will give them a 
really good feeling!
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 All About Worries and Fears All About Worries and Fears

Activity 1: Activity 1: 
With the class sitting at their desks, use the B-r-e-a-t-h-e spread on page 12-13 in All About Worries 
and Fears or using the spread on the following page to lead them in a focusing breathing exercise, asking 
them to: 

• Breathe in imagining the smell of a lovely flower / a freshly baked pie / a special blanket 
 and
•  Breathe out thinking about blowing on hot chocolate to cool it down/blowing a huge bubble/slowly

Discussion: How do they feel afterwards?  

Still sitting at their desks, tell the children they are going to use the top half of their bodies 
(including their arms, shoulders and head) and facial expressions to show the different emotions below.  
Demonstrate/model one for them first, and ask them to copy you.  Then take one emotion at a time 
and ask the children to respond.

blowing out candles on a birthday cake

Please note :
Teachers and adults: remember that exploring worries and fears with children could open 

up difficult subjects, and could occasionally result in disclosures of serious concerns.  Please 
follow your school’s safeguarding procedure and alert your DSL with any concerns.  If using 

the suggestion of the box for ‘posting’ worries and fears at the end of this resource, please 
ensure to check it regularly and remind children they can also speak to you outside the lesson.  

Again, in both cases, please follow the guidance above. 

Objectives: To understand what worries and fears are and how they make us 
feel; and to learn some ways to help us manage these.

  HappinessHappiness    SadnessSadness
 Anger Anger    WorryWorry

Created by Susanna Gould @susigouldwrites





Discussion: What’s it like to be worried?  What’s it like to be scared?  What happens to our bodies?  
How is it different from how you felt during the breathing exercise?  Do you think the breathing 
exercise might help you if you feel worried or scared?  Why?

Show the class the front cover of All About Worries and Fears.  

Discussion: Can they spot the children who are worried or scared?  How do they know which ones they 
are?  Do you think it’s always possible to tell when someone is worried or scared?  Can they identify 
some of the things that the children on the cover are worried about or scared of?  

Created by Susanna Gould @susigouldwrites



Activity 2: Activity 2: 
Using the worksheet provided on page 27, ask the children to write down or draw some of their worries 
and fears inside the balloons.  Then, ask the children to share these with the person next to them.

Sitting at their desks, ask the class to imagine they are the person in the picture on the worksheet 
holding the balloons.  Still sitting at their desks, ask them to make a fist and put it up in the air as if 
they are holding balloons really tightly and these balloons are their worries and fears.  

Use the breathing exercise from the beginning of the lesson.  Ask the children to take a deep breath in, 
like at the beginning of the class, imagining a lovely smell, then breathe out, imagining they are blowing 
on birthday cake/hot chocolate etc.  

Tell them that they’re going to do this three more times and on the third time they breath out, 
they’re going to open their hands and imagine that they are releasing the balloons and their worries and 
fears.

Discussion: How does it feel to do this, to imagine letting your worries and fears go?  How did it feel 
to talk to your neighbour about your worries?  Was it difficult or easy (everyone might find this 
different)?  How did it feel to use the breathing?  Did any of these things make you feel more relaxed?  

Activity 3:Activity 3:
If you are worrying about something or scared of something, it is important to find ways of managing 
this.  This could include talking to someone, finding ways to imagine letting your fears and worries go, 
or just slowing your breathing down.  There are lots of other ways to help you manage your worries 
and fears.  

Use the activity sheet on page 28 and see if you can match up different ways of managing your 
worries and fears with the right picture.

Discussion: Did you enjoy any of the activities suggested for managing your worries and fears?  Which 
do you think might be best for you to help you manage your worries and fears?  Do you already use/do 
any of these things?    

Further suggestion: teachers could leave a box out and invite 
children to write down any worries and fears and ‘post’ them in 
the box.  Agree a time with the children when the box will be 
emptied and checked by a teacher e.g. at the end of every day.

Created by Susanna Gould @susigouldwrites
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Take a moment to reflect...Take a moment to reflect...
What have you learned over these lessons?
What was your favourite activity and why?
How are you feeling after all your hard work?
How can you be a good friend and family member in the future?

Usborne QuicklinksUsborne Quicklinks
At Usborne Quicklinks you’ll find links to websites with videos, quizzes, 
games and activities, all carefully chosen to support the information in 

these books.  

Visit Usborne.com/Quicklinks and search for “All About” to watch Sesame 
Street characters talk about their skin colour, play a guessing game about 

feelings, listen to friendship songs and lots more.


